Abstract-We consider adaptive-rate multicasting of video streams compressed by using Scalable Video Coding (SVC) over cellular wireless networks. Base station nodes coordinate the scheduling of their downlink transmissions to mitigate intercell interference; as well as, at times, to direct the multicast transmission of the same video streams to a group of clients, as implemented in a Multicast-Broadcast Single-Frequency Network (MBSFN) of LTE system operation. To enhance performance, we study the optimal configuration of a Fractional Frequency Reuse (FFR) scheme. We classify cell users into two groups, based on their experienced SINR (signal-tointerference-plus-noise ratio) levels. Lower-SINR group users will be offered streams at a lower video quality level, while higher-SINR group members will be provided streams at a higher video quality level. For this purpose, through the proper joint setting of the channel encoding rate, video encoding rate and the scheduling schemes, we calculate the minimum bandwidth required per stream. We demonstrate the optimal design of such a system by considering a utility function that includes a metric expressing the user's willing-to-pay when the reception is of a sufficient high video-quality. We show that, under high cell coverage requirement, the proposed optimally configured FFR scheduling schemes offer a significantly enhanced performance behavior. We also show that such an MBSFN scheme that involves coordinated cooperation among 3 cells, combined with the optimal FFR scheme, outperforms a system that employs a regular MBSFN operation that involves cooperative transmissions among 7 and 19 cells.
I. INTRODUCTION
Scalable Video Coding (SVC) schemes are combined with adaptive Modulation and Coding Schemes (MCS) in providing effective multicasting of video streams over cellular wireless networks. Using the SVC multi-layered structure, the Base Station (BS) controller is effectively configured to mutlicast a base layer to all cell users, assuring them with the reception of basic video-quality streams. At the same time, it multicasts additional encoded video-layers to a group of users that experience better channel conditions, enabling them thus to receive the video at higher video quality. The quality of a video stream is often expressed by using objective and/or We consider a video steaming process that is integrated at the BS. The integrated controller combines the operation of the BS's (downlink channel) scheduler, the Radio Access Network's (RAN's) resource allocation controller, the communications channel encoder and the video encoder. The controller can function as a proxy HTTP in setting the selected video encoding process and/or video layer combination, when connected with the use of an HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) [1] scheme, or that of a Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) process [2] . In contrast, we note that one can readily accommodate a group of users that do not wish their received video-quality to vary as they roam around the cell. Multicast transmissions to such users is performed over a portion of the system's bandwidth that is calculated by using the lowest signal-to-interferenceplus-noise ratio (SINR) value recorded in the cell by any user in this group, through the use of only a single base layer. We assume that other users are willing to receive streams at a variable QoE level, provided those quality levels vary over a prescribed range.
Coordinated combining schemes are employed for the support of the Multicast-Broadcast Single-Frequency Network (MBSFN) that is defined by the LTE standard [3] - [5] . However, to guarantee high coverage over an area of operation, the classically configured MBSFN scheme, which uses 7-cell and 19-cell cooperation (see [4] , [5] ), may not provide acceptable performance. The users located in the edge regional of those cell may experience high interference power induced by the transmissions of non-cooperative cells. It is noted that under the latter cooperation cases, the neighboring BS nodes that reside in the first tier or both the first and the second tiers, respectively, are actively engaged in the simultaneous multicast transmissions of the same streams.
To resolve such interference issues, we configure in this paper an operation which uses a fractional frequency reuse (FFR) scheduling method that is integrated with an MBSFN scheme which combines signals issued by k c -cell cooperative process, for k c = 3, 4, 7, 19 . Under such a process, the area cells are divided into groups, whereby each group consists of k c -cells. Under an FFR scheme (see [6] ), each region of the cooperative cells is partitioned into two zones, identified as interior and exterior regions. Mobiles located in an interior (or exterior) region are scheduled (by coordinating neighboring BS nodes) by using a reuse-1 (or reuse-3) scheme. Accordingly, users are classified into two groups. Such a classification can be based on the SINR levels experienced by cell users.
We demonstrate the design of an integrated video streaming system with variable video-quality levels over cellular RAN, by assuming the following metrics and objectives. A prescribed value for the coverage probability is assumed. It specifies the fraction of area users that are targeted to record an SINR level that is not lower than a prescribed SINR threshold value. We classify cell users into two groups, based on their experienced SINR (signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio) levels. Users that are members of the lower-SINR group will be provided streams at a lower quality level, while members of the higher-SINR group will receive streams at a higher video quality level. To quantify the advantage gained by the service provider by offering higher quality video streams, we consider a utility function based on the Willing-To-Pay (WTP) model (refer to [7] ). When a user's experienced QoE level is higher than a QoE target level, the user is willing to pay a premium rate for the reception. We aim to identify the system's configuration and settings that lead to the highest feasible system utility level. Such optimal settings include the classification of users into cell groups (and the calculation of the ensuing SINR threshold). Also, we study the integration, in each case, of different scheduling structures, and the use of a multitude of groups and tiers of cooperative cells.
The analyses presented in this paper lead to the following key results. 1. When combined with the configured MBSFN scheme, we calculate the setting of the optimal FFR scheme that yields the minimum required bandwidth per stream, under the prescribed QoE bounds and coverage constrains. 2. We show this scheme to yield a much enhanced system's performance behavior, when compared with under the nominally employed MBSFN scheme (which uses a pure reuse-1 scheduling arrangement). 3. We show that under a high area coverage objective, the optimal combined FFR/MBSFN scheme that involves cooperation among a group of 3 cells yields a significantly better performance behavior than that attained under a regular MBSFN scheme with 7-cell or 19-cell cooperation. 4. To achieve the highest utility metric, we show that there exists an optimal setting of system parameters and coverage levels, including the specification of the fraction of users to be targeted for receiving high quality video streams.
The paper is organized as follows. Related works are discussed in Section II. The system model, channel model and the rate-quality model involving scalable video coding, are presented in Section III. In Section IV, we evaluate the system's SINR level recorded by a mobile in a cell under our proposed scheduling schemes. We calculate the corresponding spectral efficiency (SE) level measured by a cell user, derive the cell coverage probability and evaluate the corresponding video quality behavior of the produced video streams. The underlying system design optimization problem, which entails the determination of the required minimum bandwidth requirement and the maximization of a service provider's utility, is formulated and studied in Section V. In Section VI, we evaluate and discuss the system's performance behavior when regulated by the derived (FFR-based) scheduling schemes. Conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Several papers have studied the allocations of resources in wireless cellular networks for the purpose of unicast/multicast transmissions of SVC encoded video streams. Several such studies use objective video quality metrics; such as: PSNR, outage probability, playback bitrate and buffering ratio [8] - [13] . Other such studies make use of subjective video quality metrics (e.g., mean opinion score, MOS) [14] - [19] .
In [8] , the authors formulate the resource allocation problem as a system utility maximization problem, subjected to the constraint of available radio resources. The utility functions that are employed there are defined as logarithmic functions of allocated rate and PSNR levels. In [9] , the authors present a long-term resource allocation algorithm that determines the scheduling policy and its parameters in order to maximize a weighted sum of the PSNR levels associated with the produced video streams. In [10] , the authors propose a multicast video delivery scheme through the use of a joint setting of optimal resource allocation and adaptive modulation and coding scheme in OFDMA-based 4G cellular networks. The delivery scheme differentiates video frames based on their importance in reconstructing the video and incorporates an efficient radio resource allocation algorithm to optimize an overall video quality metric (that is PSNR based) involving all users that belong to a targeted multicast group. In [11] , the authors propose a bandwidth allocation scheme that efficiently (MBS) sessions and non-MBS traffic calls (e.g., such voice and internet based calls). In [12] , the authors consider an optimal real-time video streaming process to decrease the wireless service cost, under high video streaming quality requirements; the latter can include limits on the startup latency, playback fluency, average playback quality, and playback smoothness. In [13] , the authors provide a framework for effective video multicast that serves heterogeneous user demand over time division multiple access (TDMA)-based wireless mesh networks. They present multicast routing, scheduling, and rate allocation algorithms, aiming to obtain a minimum length schedule which satisfies prescribed user quality requirements.
In [14] , the authors propose two cooperative multicast schemes for scalable SVC encoded video delivery, serving to enhance the outage probability, under a given threshold bound on the required transmission rate. In [15] , the authors propose a QoE-based link adaptation scheme for H.264/SVC video streaming in IEEE 802.11b/g networks. They consider different retry attempt limits for transmissions executed at different layers of an SVC video stream, striving to improve the realized QoE metrics, involving the average playback bit-rate and buffering ratio. In [16] , the authors propose a cooperation-assisted scheme for multicasting scalable video streams to a group of users with different QoE requirements. The employed QoE metric is expressed there in terms of the incurred outage probability under a targeted PSNR level. The scheme comprises multicast and cooperation phases. During the multicast phase, a video stream with multi-layers is encoded by using SVC encoding, and delivered to the targeted group of users. During the cooperation phase, the user devices employ direct device-to-device (D2D) short-range communications as means to enhance the quality of the received stream. In [17] , the authors consider a QoEaware directional beam scheduling scheme; it is set to optimize an overall QoE (MOS-based) metric, in executing multi-rate multicast transmissions of SVC encoded streams. Different SVC layers are assigned for transmission across different antenna beams. In [18] , the authors propose a multicast scheme that is used to deliver multiple SVC layers of video streams. An MOS-based QoE metric is used. The purpose of that paper is to provide users that record low quality channel conditions with lower quality (base level) video streams; additional video components that contain SVC enhancement layers are provided to users that experience higher channel quality reception conditions. In [19] , the authors consider a QoE-based cross-layer optimization framework to efficiently allocate network resources for video delivery in LTE mobile networks, under a prescribed average (MOS-based) QoE value.
However, we note that none of these papers consider the impact of inter-cell signal interference, which depends on the employed scheduling scheme, on the multicast performance of the system. In addition, these papers do not consider a system optimization setting that is based on a "Willing-To-Pay" (WTP) metric, as considered in this paper. For this purpose, we present a system utility function that is used by a service provide to optimally configure the system in selecting the fraction of users that should be provided higher quality video streams, in preserving prescribed coverage and minimum video quality levels, and providing cell users with a high throughput rate of multicast flows. In [20] , we have presented and studied an FFR scheduling method, in aiming to multicast video streams to all active users that reside in an area of operations of a wireless cellular network. To examine the incentives to be used by a service provider in offering certain groups of cell users the reception of higher video quality streams, we have expressed the revenue gained by a service provider to relate to the QoE level of the provided stream. We studied there the setting to be used for multicast system operations for achieving the highest performance, under a prescribed set of QoE target levels.
In this paper, we further consider a fading channel model and the use of an MBSFN-type scheme by a group of k c cooperating cells; considering k c = 3, 4, 7, 19. Our goal is to provide each cell user with the ability to correctly decode at least the base layer of an SVC encoded video stream. Users that experience higher channel quality, are sent additional SVC layers, and are thus able to receive streams at higher video-quality level. We provide for further system's performance enhancement by combining such FFR scheme with the MBSFN cooperative transmission scheme. We show such integrated operation, when its configuration is properly set, significantly to reduce the required minimum bandwidth per stream and to optimize a WTP-based utility measure.
III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Network Topology
We consider a cellular network such as a LTE network whereby each cell is managed by a BS node that employs an omnidirectional antenna [3] , [21] . We assume that the cellular network is highly loaded, operating in a region that involves highly active mobiles.
We model, for mathematical simplicity, each cell to span a hexagonal disk area, whereby its radius R denotes the distance from the central BS node to each one of the cell's peripheral vertices. The coordinates of the location of the i-th BS (denoted as BS i , for i = 0, 1, 2,…, N BS ) in polar form are set as (r i , θ i ), where N BS is the total number of BS nodes located in the area of operations under consideration. BS 0 is assumed to be positioned at coordinates (r 0 , θ 0 ) = (0, 0). Thus, r i represents the distance between BS i and BS 0 and θ i is an angle that is measured in reference to the x-axis, where r i ≥ D and θ i ∈ [-π, π], for i ≥ 1.
B. Channel Model
For each employed communications channel, the propagation gain function is commonly modeled as 10 ,
where d ij represents the distance from transmitter i to receiver j, K is a path loss factor (that accounts for absorption and penetration losses); α represents the path loss exponent; /10 10 ij   accounts for shadow fading, which is assumed to follow a Lognormal distribution [22] , as represented by typical LTE channel models. Thus, ξ ij follows a normal distribution with zero mean and standard deviation (std) equal to σ ij .
For downlink multicast traffic flows, we assume that each BS node receives packets from a backhaul network and directs these packets to its client mobiles. The radio transceivers of BS and mobile nodes use adaptive-rate operations, adjusting the code rate based on their experienced SINR levels. For an LTE system, the MCS to be used by a BS node in communicating with a client mobile is determined by the SINR level reported by the mobile in the following fashion. The SINR level experienced by a user is mapped to a Channel Quality Indicator (CQI), which is available to the BS node that manages the underlying client. The proper MCS to be used for downlink communications with a user that reports a given CQI level is calculated by assuming a targeted block error rate (BLER) that is equal to 10%, an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel model, and the range of modulation/coding sets implemented by the underlying technology. In this manner, for each CQI level, a corresponding MCS is selected. The latter realizes a downlink transmission operation at a corresponding SE level, as specified in [23] . Fig. 1 illustrates the corresponding SINR to SE mapping [24] . 
C. Scalable Video Coding Model
The quality of reception of a video stream is expressed by using objective and/or subjective metrics. The PSNR metric is widely used as an objective measure. As a subjective metric, a stream's QoE reception is often measured base on a gathered MOS. An MOS index score of 5 identifies an "excellent" quality video stream, an index of 4 stands for "good" quality stream, while indices of 3, 2 and 1 stand for fair, poor and low quality streams, respectively. We use such a score system in the performance illustration exhibited in a latter section. The system design methods presented in this paper are also applicable when using other video quality models.
1) Scalable video coding model
In [25] - [28] , the authors studied the impact of Frame Rate (FR) and Quantization Step-Size (QS) on the subjective quality and bit rate of a scalable video stream structure. Based on MOS measures obtained from subjective quality tests, the paper notes that the impact of the settings of the FR and QS parameters on the resulting MOS metric can be separated. They conclude that the video quality measure can be quantified as the product of a metric that assesses the quality of a quantized video at the highest frame rate, based on the employed QS, and a temporal correction factor which depends on the actual FR that is employed. They have shown the normalized subjective quality level, as calculated under the employed QS and FR values, to be expressed as:
where c and d are content-dependent model parameters; q min denotes the minimum QS level; f max denotes the maximum FR value. In this expression, the computed quality level is normalized with respect to the quality achievable at q min , f max ). Sample values of the parameters used in Eq. (2), relating to different video contents scenarios, are given in Table I 
2) Rate-Quality modeling
A rate-quality model leads to the determination of a video quality function Q(R) under each prescribed value of a stream's data rate, R. Such a function is derived in [28] and is shown there to be given as:
where α v and β v are given in Table I . Consequently, the bit rate vs. quality relation becomes:
Given a QoE level Q, we can use Eq. (4) to calculate the corresponding required data rate of the video stream.
IV. MULTI-LAYER MULTICASTING SCHEME AND ITS PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we calculate the SINR level experienced a mobile and determine the system's throughput capacity IV-A. Then, in Section IV-B, we calculate outage probability and coverage probability that are attained under an SINR-threshold value that determines the classification of cell users.
A. SINR and Throughput Capacity Analyses
We consider an area of operation of a wireless cellular network system which is covered by multiple cells. Each cell is managed by a BS node. Each BS node serves multiple users, whose locations are assumed to be uniformly distributed over the cell. We classify the cell's mobiles into two groups. We use SINR-based grouping, so that mobiles are classified into a group based on their measured SINR levels. Group-1 and Group-2 members experience SINR levels that vary in the range [γ 1 , γ 2 ) and [ γ 2 , ∞), respectively.
The bandwidth level that is allocated over the area of operation for multicasting purposes is set equal to B. The bandwidth levels assigned for Group-1 and Group-2 users are denoted as B 1 and B 2 , respectively, and B 1 + B 2 = B. We assume video streams to be the SVC encoded, using L SVC layers (consisting of a base layer and L-1 enhancement layers). Each mobile decodes its received video stream by using the aggregate set of SVC layers that are compatible with its experienced SINR levels.
Assume the BS node to configure the video-quality level that it targets for reception by Group-1 users to involve L 1 SVC layers (a base layer and L 1 -1 enhancement layers). Group-2 users are able to properly decode all the configured SVC video layers, including those decodable by Group-1 users, as well as an additional set of L 2 enhancement layers. In the following, assuming a symmetrical cellular layout over the area of operations, we first calculate the attained SINR performance. When we do not employ MBSFN cooperation methods, we focus on multicasting streams to users that reside in the cell that is managed by BS 0 , as shown in Fig. 2 . In turn, when MBSFN methods are employed, we consider a center set of cell groups (identified as MBSFN-groups), as shown in Fig. 3 , whereby cell in each group cooperate in coordinating their multicast transmissions. Then, we derive the throughput rate (expressed in units of bps/Hz) attained in multicasting to each SINR-group of users. Then, we calculate the realized QoE values by users in each SINRgroup, by using Eq. (3).
Assuming a reuse-k scheduling scheme, denoted as R-k, scheme (as shown in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) for k = 1 and k = 3, respectively), the SINR value that is recorded at mobile-n, denoted as γ k,n , is calculated by using the following expression:
where P T is the total transmit power of a BS node, and B is the total prescribed bandwidth level. G i,n is the channel gain factor described by Eq. (1) Thus, S i represents the normalized transmit power induced by a BS i and is a random variable which follows a Log-normal distribution. 
2) SINR analysis under an MBSFN scheme
Under an MBSFN scheduling scheme, the same multicast message is simultaneously transmitted, in a synchronous manner, by an MBSFN-group of k c cells. 
where τ j,n = d j,n /c v is the propagation delay between BS j and mobile-n, c v = 3 × 10 8 [m/sec] is the velocity of light, T c is the cyclic prefix length and T u is the useful signal frame-length.
3) Throughput capacity analysis The throughput rate levels (denoted as η g ) attained by a BS node in transmitting messages to Group-g mobiles, under the employment of an R-k g or an M-k c -R-k g scheduling scheme, where k g = 1, 3 and g = 1, 2, are calculated as:
where S(k g , γ g ) represents the Effective Spectral Efficiency (ESE) realized under a R-k g or M-k c -R-k g scheduling scheme, under a prescribed SINR γ g value that is recorded by a mobile that is a member of Group-g, for g = 1, 2. The ESE level is calculated by using the SINRto-CQI and CQI-to-SE mapping functions shown in Fig.  1 . The CQI level is then denoted as CQI(γ g ), and the ensuing ESE is calculated as:
The latter expression accounts for effective bandwidth that is allocated to the underlying downlink transmission, noting that the overall downlink frequency band is divided into k g equal sub-bands, as illustrated in Fig. 2 , for k g = 1, 3. Using the above calculated per Group data rate (η) and employing Eq. (3), we subsequently obtain the QoE value attained by Group-g mobiles, for g = 1, 2 in receiving their targeted video streams.
B. Coverage Probability Calculation
Noting that the power level of each received and interfering signal is governed by a Log-normal distribution, we employ the approximation developed in [30] , [31] to model the aggregate received signal which combines multiple interference signals or multiple primary intended signals (in case of an MBSFN operation) as random variables that follow a Log-normal distribution. The SINR variable will then also follow a Log-normal distribution.
A multicast transmission of a video stream to a group of users is executed by the BS node selecting a proper communications code rate (corresponding to the configured MCS). Yet, since the SINR recorded at a user is represented as a random variable, users may at times not able to correctly receive the intended message. Such users are said then to experience reception outage. Thus, the outage probability at mobile-n, which is located at coordinate (r, θ) of cell-i, is defined as the probability that the SINR level recorded by the receiver of this mobile, relative to the intended signal, is lower than a prescribed target SINR threshold value (γ t ). This outage probability is calculated as follows:
where γ t, dB = 10log 10 (γ t ), μ i,r,θ and σ i,r,θ are the mean and std of SINR level recorded under a considered scheduling scheme, in units of dB, at the receiver of mobile-n and The coverage probability expresses the (long term) fraction of users in the area of operations that receive successfully the intended transmissions. The coverage probability levels that are attained under R-k and an M-k c -R-k schemes are calculated in Sections IV-B1 and IV-B2, respectively.
1) Coverage probability under a R-k scheme
Under an R-k scheme, the SINR level experienced by mobile-n is given by Eq. (6). Using this relationship, we calculate the mean and variance values of the SINR level recorded at mobile-n which is located at (r, θ) within cell-0 (i.e., μ 0,r,θ and σ 2 0,r,θ ). The coverage probability achieved under a reuse-k scheme is then calculated as follows: 0 
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where R 0 is the minimum distance between a mobile and its associated BS node; and a cell = 3√3(R 2 -R 0 2 ) is the corresponding effective cell area (excluding mobiles from residing very close the to the BS node).
2) Coverage probability under an M-k c -R-k scheme
Under an M-k c -R-k scheme, the SINR level experienced by mobile-n is given by Eq. (6). We observe that the received signal power and interference power random variables are correlated, noting the weighting function, w(τ i,n ), to impact both variables. The outage probability of a mobile-n that is located in cell-i, assuming a SINR target value γ t , is thus calculated as follows: 
where δ(w(τ i,n ), γ t ) is set to be w(τ i,n ) -γ t w'(τ j,n ). Thus, given the values of γ t and w(τ j,n ), the random variable represented by S j δ(w(τ j,n ), γ t ) is noted to also follow a Log-normal distribution. To calculate the outage probability, we define S' j = S j δ(w(τ j,n ), γ t ), for j ∈ M C,kc , to express the intended signal level under an M-k c -R-k scheme. Thus, the corresponding SINR level (at equilibrium) recorded at mobile-n which is located at (r,
Using the values for the mean and variance of the SINR level, which are calculated in the following section, the corresponding coverage probability attained under the use of the M-kc-R-k scheme is computed as follows:
In the following, we present mathematical expressions we use to estimate the values realized for the mean and std (i.e., μ i,r,θ and σ i,r,θ ) of the experienced SINR level, as recorded by the receiver of mobile-n under a R-k or an M-k c -R-k scheme, for k = 1, 3 and k c = 3, 4, 7, 19.
3) Mean and variance estimate values for the experienced SINR level at Mobile-n
The aggregate signal and interference power levels recorded at the receiver of a mobile are modeled, as an approximation, to follow Log-normal distributions (following the method described in [30] , [31] ). The approximation method, whose calculation technique is often also referred to as the Fenton-Wilkinson (FW) method is presented in [30] . Another techniques is presented by Schwartz-Yeh (SY) [31] .
We have carried out both methods to deriving the mean and variance parameters of the Log-normal distribution to be used to approximate the distribution of the aggregate interference power level received at a mobile node. The FW method provides a simple closedform expression for estimating the mean and variance values of the sum of Log-normal random variables. However, for our problem, in comparing the computed results with those obtain under simulations, we have observed the SY method to provide more accurate results. Therefore, we have used in this paper the SY method.
The basic approach used under the SY method is summarized as follows. Mathematical formulas are derived and used to compute the exact mean and variance levels for the sum of any two random variable components, each of which is governed by a Log-normal distribution. Then, the sum of the two Log-normal random variables is approximated as a Log-normal random variable, whose distribution is characterized by using the calculated mean and variance values. The calculation proceeds iteratively in this manner, until all involved Log-normal random variables are considered.
We consider two normalized received power levels induced by transmissions by BS-i and BS-j (i.e., S i and S j ) in Eqs. (5) and (6) . Each of the received power variables follows a Log-normal distribution. Employing the SY method (see the Eqs. (44), (47) and (50) (54)- (73) in [31] . The use of these expressions significantly reduces the computational complexity of the calculations of the underlying moments.
By using Eq. (13) iteratively, we estimate the mean and variance values of the aggregate intended signal (e.g., Using the above Eqs. (9)- (13), and employing a numerical integration method (see, for example, the methods described in Chapter 2 of [32] ), we proceed to calculate the coverage probability metrics of interest.
V. OPTIMUM SCHEDULING SCHEME AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION
In this section, we aim to maximize the system's performance behavior. For this purpose, we first derive the minimum bandwidth level required per stream, under the coverage target levels that are specified in multicasting the video flows. We then examine the system settings that should be made to maximize a system utility measure.
To study the first design problem, we condition on the prescribed specification of the coverage probability for each group. We assume a fraction c g of the users are targeted to Group-g members, where c g ∈ [0, 1], for g = 1, 2, and c 1 ≥ c 2 . In Section V-A, we derive the minimum bandwidth level, under given targeted QoE levels. In Section V-A1, to further mitigate inter-cell interference, we present the optimally configured FFR schemes that determine the best reuse level for each group of users. To demonstrate the setting of the coverage (c g ) parameters, we present in Section V-B, a design process that is used to optimally configure the system so that a WTP-based utility measure is optimized.
A. Minimum Bandwidth Requirement under Quality of
Experience (QoE) and Coverage Probability Requirements Assume a system whose design must subscribe to given specifications of the (per group) coverage probability levels (c 1 , c 2 ) and QoE levels (Q 1 , Q 2 ). We aim to obtain the minimum value of the required bandwidth levels, for each layer, of the video stream. Using Eqs. (10) and (12), we obtain the corresponding SINR (threshold) target levels (say ,, gg t k c  ) that are required to achieve the prescribed coverage probability c g levels for Group-g users, under a reuse-k g or an M-k c -R-k g scheme, for k g = 1, 3 and k c = 3, 4, 7, 19. This problem is formulated as follows: 
By using Eqs. (4) and (5), the design problem is reformulated as the following linear programming problem:
subject to , ( 
for g = 1, 2. As a solution to a linear programming problem, we note the optimal solution to be located at one of the vertices of the boundary of the feasible region [33] . Hence, we conclude the following result: * 1  2  1  12 , ,
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B. Optimal Fractional Frequency Reuse (FFR) Scheme
In this section, we consider FFR scheduling schemes. We determine the optimal reuse-k g scheduling scheme to be employed for multicast transmissions that are destined to Group-g users, for g = 1, 2. The result is given by the following Theorem.
Theorem 1: Consider an FFR scheduling scheme which is designed to meet a prescribed set of coverage probability levels; the corresponding SINR threshold level is then calculated as ,, gg t k c  for Group-g, for g = 1, 2 under the employment of a reuse-k g scheduling scheme.
The optimal selection of the k g values, which serves to minimize the per-stream bandwidth requirement is determined as follows. The realized ESE value for transmissions destined to Group-g members (i.e., ,, ( , )
Sk 
), for g = 1, 2) is calculated by using the SINR-to-SE mapping function shown in Fig. 1 . For each group, we perform this calculation twice, by assuming first a reuse-1 scheme to be used and then by assuming a reuse-3 scheme to be employed. The ensuing results are then compared. If 
The above obtained lower bound for B r * is achieved when the determination of the reuse level is based on the comparison of the corresponding reuse-1 and reuse-3 ESE values.
C. Maximizing the Service Provider's Utility Function
In this section, we demonstrate the overall design of the system in selecting the fraction of users that are targeted to receive video stream at a lower quality level. For this purpose, we define f 1 as the fraction of supported users that belong to Group-1; f 2 denotes the fraction of supported users that are members of Group-2. We define a system utility function (denoted as U) as follows. Accounting for a Willing-To-Pay (WTP) incentive, we assume that users gain higher utility from the reception of a video streams (and are thus "willing to pay") if they are ,, able to receive the video stream at a quality level that is higher to a quality threshold level q t . However, since receiving a video stream at a higher QoE level entails the use of a higher system bandwidth level, we set the system utility function to express the overall utility gained per unit bandwidth (measured in units of [dollar/user/MHz]). It is expressed as follows:
where
To illustrate the ensuing design of the system, we assume that the service provider aims to set a minimum coverage probability c 1 and a minimum video quality level Q min . The SVC encoded operation is therefore designed in a manner that assures a fraction of c 1 of the users to receive correctly the base layer of the video stream. The minimum QoE levels that are associated with the corresponding illustrated video scenarios are noted in Table I . In addition, the service provider aims to provide a fraction c 2 of the users with the ability to receive the multicasted video streams at a higher video-quality value that is set to be not lower than q t .
To demonstrate the dependence of the system's utility measure on the setting of the coverage probability levels, we calculate the utility metric for different coverage probability values and then proceed to achieve the highest utility level. For the illustrative scenario presented in the following, we consider the following coverage set: c 1 = x % and c 2 = c 1 /10i, for i = 0, 1,…, 10, where x = 90, 95, 99.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this Section, we illustrate the performance of multicasting SVC video streams over cellular wireless systems that are managed by using the scheduling mechanisms presented in this paper. Each BS node is capable of adjusting its code rate (and thus transmit data rate). Each BS's transmit power is set to be 43 [dBm] (corresponding to 20 [W] ). The noise power density level N 0 is set equal to be -174 [dBm/Hz], as often assumed for LTE models [21] . The bandwidth prescribed for multicasting service is assumed to be equal to 5 [MHz] , and each subcarrier occupies 15 kHz, as often set for LTE systems [22] , [34] . The cell radius is set to be 500 [m] . The path loss exponent (α) is set equal to 3.67 and the path loss factor (K) is set to (22.7 + 26 × log 10 f c [GHz] ) [dB] , where f c = 2 [GHz] . These parameters correspond to a version of the ITU-UMi model [22] , [35] often used for the deployment of micro BS nodes in LTE system analyses. We set the MOS-based QoE threshold level for the "willing to pay" model to be equal to 3, as used in [7] . We consider the video streams associated with the AKYIO scenario. We have obtained performance results that are similar to those presented here by considering other video scenarios and therefore do not include these results in the paper. In Fig. 4(a) , we draw the distribution of the realized SINR levels, as recorded by a mobile whose location in the cell is randomly selected. We observe that under a given SINR threshold value (denoted as γ th ), the R-3 and M-k c -R-3 schemes provide coverage probability levels that are significantly higher than those obtained under R-1 and M-k c -R-1 reuse-1 schemes, respectively, for k c = 3, 4, 7, 19 . This is explained by noting that through the use of reuse-3 scheduling schemes the inter-cell interference level is reduced. When employing MBSFN schemes, we note that as the number of cooperative cells is increased, a higher coverage probability value is achieved. This result is attained due to the reduction in the intracooperative-group interference level induced by the cooperative process. When γ th is lower than -3 dB, we note that a R-1 scheme performs better than M-3-R-1 and M-4-R-1 schemes, since at such low SINR levels the cooperation process does not enhance the system's performance as the operation is dominated by inter-cell interference signals.
A. Coverage Probability under R-k and M-k c -R-k Schemes
A similar conclusion applies when considering the M-19-R-1 scheme; its performance behavior is similar to that attained under the M-7-R-1 scheme. In turn, in considering all examined reuse-3 schemes, including the R-3 or M-k c -R-3 schemes, for k c = 3, 4, 7, 19, we find the M-19-R-3 scheme to exhibit the best performance. We also observe that the M-3-R-k scheme outperforms the M-4-R-k scheme, for k = 1, 2, since the M-3-R-k configuration represents a more symmetrical layout of cooperative cells than that exhibited by the M-4 layout, leading to a more effective cooperation process.
By using the SINR-to-SE mapping given in Fig. 1 , we calculate the coverage probability levels attained under specified ESE levels as shown in Fig. 4(b) . We conclude that, in general, under a low targeted coverage probability level, the R-1 and M-k c -R-1 schemes perform better (yielding higher ESE values) than the corresponding R-3 and M-k c -R-3 schemes, for k c = 3, 4, 7, 19. This is explained by noting that under a low coverage level, one is mostly concerned with users that are located in the central area of the cell (or cooperative region) and are thus less impacted by inter-cell interference signals. In turn, to realize a high ESE level for users located near the boundary, the use of a reuse-3 scheme is more effective, as the operation is then dominated by inter-cell interference signals. Consequently, we observe that the R-1 and M-k c -R-1 (or R-3 and M-k c -R-3) schemes are more beneficial for users that are located closer to the center (or edge) of a cell and cooperative (multi-cell) regions, respectively.
Under higher targeted coverage probability levels, such as those ranging from 0.95 to 1, we observe that a R-3 scheme yields the highest ESE level, when compared with the performance attained by using the M-7-R-1 and M-19-R-1 schemes. The latter systems represent the commonly employed MBSFN schemes, as noted in [4] , [5] , [29] , [36] . This is the case since a reuse-3 scheduling approach is needed to mitigate inter-cell interference at edge users and thus achieve the required high coverage level.
For the same reason, we observe that under high coverage probability levels, an M-3-R-3 scheme exhibits ESE performance that is superior to that attained by the commonly employed the M-7-R-1 and M-19-R-1 schemes. Clearly, under the use of the same reuse level, the use of an MBSFN scheme with higher cooperation level will lead to enhanced SE performance level, at a cost of higher cooperation processing computational cost. The excess performance that is then attained in well demonstrated in the exhibited performance curves.
In Fig. 5 , we exhibit the minimum bandwidth level per stream, as calculated by the mathematical expressions derived above, under a prescribed value of f 1 . As expected, the required bandwidth level is lower when a higher f 1 value is set. We note that although Group-1 users are only supported with the reception of streams at lower quality level, their achieved ESE value is relatively low due to the prescribed high coverage probability level. Consequently, the required bandwidth used for transmitting streams to Group-1 users (i.e., B 1 ) must be relatively high, to realize the targeted data rate. In turn, the coverage probability level set for the support of Group-2 users (i.e., c 2 ) is lower than c 1 . Although Group-2 users are supported with high-quality video streams, the extra bandwidth requirement for Group-2 users to receive the extra enhancement layers of the video stream is not relatively as high since group-2 users tend to record higher SINR levels and thus realize higher ESE values.
In observing the required values for the minimum bandwidth, as shown in the same Fig. 5 , we note the following. We observe that under c 1 = 90%, as shown in Fig. 5(a) , our proposed optimally configured M-7 and M-19 FFR schemes outperform the M-19-R-1 and M-7-R-1 schemes, confirming the performance advantage gained through the use of the proposed FFR schemes. Especially, the optimal M-3 FFR scheme yield a slightly better performance than that attained by using the M-7-R-1 scheme. Under c 1 = 95%, as shown in Fig. 5(b) , the optimal M-3 FFR scheme yields better performance than that achieved by using the M-7-R-1 or the M-19-R-1 schemes. When setting f 1 = 0 or f 1 = 1, the optimal FFR scheme slightly outperforms the M-7-R-1 and M-19-R-1 schemes. Under c 1 = 99%, as shown in Fig. 5(c) , the optimal M-3 FFR scheme yields performance behavior that is quite close to that attained by the M-7-R-1 and M-19-R-1 schemes. Under f 1 = 0 or f 1 ≥ 0.45, the optimal FFR scheme achieves better performance than that attained by the M-7-R-1 or the M-19-R-1 schemes.
We conclude that when a high coverage c 1 is set, the commonly used reuse-1 MBSFN schemes do not attain much performance enhancement gains (when compared to non-MBSFN FFR and M-3 FFR schemes) as the system's performance behavior is then dominated by the requirement imposed for the support of Group-1 users. The latter induces an operation that is conducted at lower ESE levels. The proposed FFR schemes induce significant performance gains.
C. WTP Utility Based System Design
We consider a utility function that can be employed by a service provider that aims to video streams at different quality levels to different user groups, incorporating the concept of "willing to pay", as expressed by Eq. (18) . By considering different f 1 values, we have used our mathematical formulas (as well as simulations, to confirm our results) to calculate the utility levels. The latter are expressed in units of dollar/Hz/user. The results are shown in Fig. 6 .
We observe that when a higher f 1 value is set, the required bandwidth level is lower, while the fraction of users that are willing to pay is also lower. Thus, we observe the existence of a system design tradeoff in the selection of the best f 1 or f 2 level. We observe that the optimally configured M-19 FFR yields much better performance (i.e., a higher utility level) than that attained by the other schemes. These performance curves well establish the superior performance effectiveness exhibited by our optimally configured FFR schemes.
Under a prescribed coverage level of c 1 = 90%, as shown in Fig. 6(a) , the optimal f 1 levels to be selected under the use of the optimally configured M-7 FFR and M-19 FFR schemes, are noted to be equal to 0%. Thus, it is then most effective to support all users with the reception of higher-quality video streams. However, under the use of M-19-R-1 and R-1 schemes, the optimal f 1 levels are then equal to 11%. For M-7-R-1, M-3 FFR and M-4 FFR schemes, the optimal f 1 values are equal to 22%. For the latter reuse-1 schemes, the operation is degraded by ensuing inter-cell or inter-group interference effects. For the latter FFR schemes, the use of a lower number of cooperating cells in each group is not as effective as that achieved through the use of larger cooperating groups. Under c 1 = 95%, as shown in Fig. 6(b) , the behavior of the system is explained in the same manner as that explained above for the c 1 = 90% case. The optimal f 1 values to be used, under optimally configured M-3, M-7 FFR and M-19 FFR schemes, are noted to be equal to 11%. For the optimally configured M-4 FFR, M-7-R-1 and M-19-R-1 schemes, the optimal f 1 values are equal to 22%. For the optimally configured non-MBSFN FFR, the optimal f 1 value is equal to 33%. We also observe that the optimal M-3 FFR scheme exhibits performance behavior that is close to that attained by the M-7-R-1 and M-19-R-1 schemes. Under c 1 = 99%, as shown in Fig. 6(c) , we observe the optimal f 1 values attained under the use of the M-7-R-1 and the optimally configured M-19 FFR schemes to be equal to 22%. The optimal f 1 values for the other schemes are noted to be equal to 11%. We also observe that the optimally configured M-3 FFR scheme significantly outperforms the M-7-R-1 and M-19-R-1 schemes. Optimally configured non-MBSFN FFR schemes are shown to achieve utility levels that are similar to those attained by the M-7-R-1 and M-19-R-1 schemes. The reasons for exhibiting this behavior under a very high c 1 level are explained by noting the system performance to be then dominated by the support that must be provided to Group-1 users.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we consider downlink multicasting of SVC encoded video streams over wireless cellular networks by combining FFR and MBSFN scheduling schemes. We classify mobile users into two groups, based on their experienced SINR levels. The SINR threshold level that determines the classification process is calculated by aiming to meet prescribed user coverage levels. Mobiles that belong to a higher-SINR group are targeted to receive video streams at a higher QoE level. Under specified value for the targeted QoE and coverage level for each group of users, we derive the minimum required per stream bandwidth level. To demonstrate the design of the system in determining the optimal size of each group, we maximize a system utility metric that is based on the "willing to pay" concept. We observe that under high coverage probability levels, an MBSFN scheme that involves the cooperation among 3 cells, combined with an optimally configured FFR component, outperforms a system that employs a commonly employed MBSFN operation (but does not employ an embedded FFR mechanism), which involves the cooperation among 7 or 19 cells.
